A Rocklock® Coupler and Rockland attachment turn your loader into a multi-purpose machine.

The heart of the Rocklock® Coupler System is the proven Rocklock® Coupler. The rugged Rocklock® delivers fast and easy attachment hookup with the flip of a switch.

All Rocklock® Couplers were designed with one very important feature in mind. All Rockland Rocklock™ couplers and attachments for machines of the same general weight and horsepower are interchangeable. With a Rocklock® system, when you trade your loader you don’t have to trade attachments! Many people have purchased coupler systems expecting interchangeability only to be severely (and expensively) disappointed. Don’t let this happen to you. Specify the Rocklock® Coupler System—the coupler designed with the customer in mind.

**LOADER RAKES**
The only way to clear land with a loader efficiently is with a loader rake. Every year, more contractors use Rocklocks with Rockland Loader Rakes for unmatched clearing efficiency.

**EXTENDABLE BOOMS**
As handy as a pocket on a shirt! Lift, load, position—the possibilities are endless. Every job, every plant should have one. There are fixed length or extendable models that can be ordered either as manual or hydraulic extensions.

**BUCKETS**
Need a bucket for your Rocklock® system? Rockland has a bucket for every application. Coal, Woodchip, Snow, Trash and Rollout. General Purpose, Multi-Purpose, and Rock Buckets are also designed to work with the Rocklock® system.

**PALLET FORKS**
A must for efficient material handling. These units have adjustable, heat-treated, forged tines and are almost a necessity for unloading trucks and handling palletized material.
**LOG FORKS AND GRAPPLES**

All Rockland Log Forks and Grapples are available for the Rocklock®. Pipe and pole forks, forks for handling crushed cars or rocks are also available.

**TIRE GRAPPLE**

Make your loader an efficient tire handling machine. These grapples are big—so you can get a full load every pass. Powerful top clamps hold bulky loads in place. The open frame provides maximum visibility.

**SNOW BASKETS**

A necessary favorite of municipalities that have to get rid of a lot of snow in a hurry! Rockland Snow Baskets can double the productivity of your loader. That’s why most municipalities that equip their loader with a Rocklock® specify a Rockland Snow Basket to complete the package.

**DOZER BLADES**

Utility contractors know just how well a wheel loader with a dozer blade can backfill trenches or clean up around a job site. The Rocklock® Coupler System has Rockland dozer blades of every shape and style for every application. Whether it be backfilling or dozing trash, there is a dozer blade to suit your application.

**TRASH BUCKETS**

Handle more trash with a Rockland Trash Bucket. It is sized for trash, and its powerful clamps speed trash handling by providing positive load control.

**BUCKETS WITH CLAMPS**
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Buckets with clamps make sense for a wide variety of material handling applications. Whether you are handling aluminum scrap, shredded automobile tires, or other loose, bulky material, bucket clamps assure full loads every pass.

**INSTALLATION INFORMATION**

The Rocklock® Hydraulic Coupler provides the operator with the ability to change attachments without leaving the cab. The Rocklock® connects to the loader boom arms and dump links using the standard factory pins. Rocklock® couplers are shipped complete with all hoses, valves, and fittings required for installation. Adapters for the Rocklock® are mounted free of charge on all Rockland attachments ordered with a Rocklock®.

**WARRANTY**

Rocklock® Couplers and attachments are guaranteed against failure due to defective design, workmanship or materials for a period of two years or 4000 hours.
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